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Story

A theme park like you've never seen before ... This is where stories come true!

"StoryWorld" is the new opulent children's book series by Sabrina J. Kirschner, and a tribute to storytelling

and reading, embedded in an action-packed, exciting, and humorous plot with great quests. The

strong setting in an amusement park offers plenty of room for fantastic and imaginative theme worlds, with a

new world featured in each volume.

What happens in Volume 1:

Apart from their love of books and their pets, arch-enemies Sascha and Chloe have nothing in common -

Sascha, the unappreciated loner, and Chloe, idolized by her classmates. Of all people, these two rivals win

the main prize at the reading competition: a ticket to the brand-new adventure park StoryWorld.

The park is surrounded by all sorts of rumors, and no one really knows what awaits visitors there. Their

journey takes Sascha and Chloe by seaplane to a secluded island. At the heart of the park is a huge library,

from which the girls can look down on seven fantastic theme worlds. The library is filled with spotless white

books, each of which stands for a story to be experienced in the worlds - that's the only way to fill the pages.

Sascha and Chloe choose The Realm of Thousand Waters and are to have their own adventure there under

the spell of the sea dragon. This park has nothing in common with an ordinary amusement park - in this

park, between fantasy and reality, a dark secret is guarded, which is to be explored in the further volumes.
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• Gripping adventure quests and a tribute to reading and storytelling

• Westworld for children: Attractive setting in an amusement park, a new adventurous theme world in each

volume

• Realistically anchored in children's lives – with a fantastic twist

• Opulent b/w illustrations

More titles in this series

StoryWorld - In the Forest of Silver Wolves (Vol.

2)

Storyworld - The Genie´s Treasure (Vol. 3)
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